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a b s t r a c t

Mainstream approaches to design spatial architectural forms that are structurally relevant consist
either in adapting well-known and catalogued conventional types or in searching for close-to-optimum
solutions of well-defined problems. Few means exist to explore structural forms detached from these
routines.

The approach in this paper generates diverse non-triangulated structural topologies that do not
result from optimization procedures. The process incrementally transforms interim networks of
bars and forces by means of a parametric policy (–) that maintains the static equilibrium of the
network at every single step, (–) that ensures growth of the network within specified (non-)convex
geometric boundaries, and (–) whose high-level abstract description controls all design parameters.
The successive policy application aims at decreasing the number of interim forces while increasing
the number of nodes and bars in compression or tension. The entire process ends when no interim
force exists anymore, which is always achievable thanks to the permanence of the static equilibrium
condition. From a designer perspective, the approach opens up the generative design black box by
providing geometrical and topological control and partial automation of the generation process, while
not resorting to common topology patterns – e.g. triangulated bar networks.

This paper describes the conceptualization and its implementation into a computational framework,
named Policy-based Exploration of Equilibrium Representations (PEER). It illustrates the potential
of the approach to unveil unprecedented, unexpected, but statically-valid, structural topologies.
Opportunities for further development are eventually discussed.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Design is a ‘‘wicked problem’’ that ‘‘one cannot first under-
tand, then solve’’, as stated by Rittel and Webber [1]. Designers
ompensate for this lack of knowledge through creative pro-
esses, one of them being design exploration, which frames the
ncremental generation of design candidates. During this process
esigners often build on their own experience and browse just
tiny fraction of all possible design candidates. This tendency

or premature design fixation typically results in the genera-
ion of resembling designs showcasing a lack of diversity and/or
reativity [2].
Paulson [3] effectively expressed how early design decisions

orrelate to higher project costs and hence recommends that the
xploration process happens during the early stages of the project
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lifetime. Others, including [4,5], have also highlighted the urge to
explore design at a very early stage.

Current architectural early design workflows are often dis-
connected from structural evaluation and/or feedback. Main-
stream approaches to design spatial architectural forms that are
structurally relevant consist either in adapting well-known and
catalogued conventional types or in searching for a seemingly
optimum solution of well-defined problems. The field of struc-
tural forms not resulting from these routines is yet to be explored
and this represents an opportunity for developing new tools
that would unlock the exploration of new structurally relevant
architectural forms.

The computational framework presented in this article, named
Policy-based Exploration of Equilibrium Representations (PEER),
is meant to be used during the conceptual phase of structural
design processes (Section 2.1) while implementing the princi-
ples of Structural Design Space Exploration (Section 2.2). Rather
than rigid predetermined design processes operating on ubiqui-
tous numerical inputs, PEER follows an incremental policy-based
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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pproach (Sections 2.3 and 2.4), which is inspired by the fields of
hape grammars and grammar rules (Section 2.5).

. State-of-the-art

.1. Conceptual structural design

In the scope of this article, conceptual structural design stands
or the process starting from the blank page and leading to
chematic, early-stage options of static equilibrium
rrangements, or more precisely, to synthetic representations of
structure’s static equilibrium by means of bars in compression
r tension, as was the case for e.g. Robert Maillart’s design of
he Salginatobel bridge in 1928 [6]. Bar networks express equi-
ibrium representations. Their layout is developed for a chosen
redominant load case but their materialization into effective
tructural forms, be it reticulated or continuum, during subse-
uent design steps is meant to resist all expected load cases.
hroughout history, the radical abstraction offered by models
f bar networks has proven to be highly useful and versatile
or the exploration of unconventional masonry [7], reinforced
oncrete [8], steel [9] and timber [10] structures. The generated
etworks are indicative, but not deemed optimized, force flows,
o be used as first inspirations, prior to comprehensive structural
nalyses and further form refinements.

.2. Structural design space exploration

Mueller [5] emphasizes that conceptual design helps design-
rs to find high quality design alternatives through the Design
pace Exploration (DSE) process. The hypothesis is that DSE un-
eils unprecedented typologies, dodges premature design fixa-
ion, provokes creativity and facilitates decision making. Aiming
t workflows that provide structural guidance within the creative
rocess implies the rejection of non-structural design variants
nd subsequently the shrinkage of the solution space.
Nowadays, DSE is inseparable from computerized workflows

hat facilitate and accelerate the process. Different approaches
xist: parametric, computational, or generative [11]. Typically,
enerative workflows depend on two main kinds of solvers:
eterministic algorithms, when convergence is key, and meta-
euristics, when exploration is key. The former, given a particular
nput, always result in the same output. The latter instead yield
ear-optimal results very quickly. As search algorithms, they
re a perfect fit for ill-structured problems [12], characterized
y non-rational features, the absence of global optimality and
ontradicting solution paths, like design processes.
Research projects on design space exploration have focused

n generating and collecting diverse sets of optimum and near-
ptimum solutions [5,13–15], which are likely to be discarded by
onventional algorithms. The aim of these projects is to allow
esigners to contribute to the decision-making process, while
imultaneously considering optimization objectives and other ob-
ectives that are harder to express in a mathematical way. From
designer perspective, topology is usually predefined and an

volutionary exploration mechanism controls the nodal coordi-
ates. Explorative features may operate differently: (a) tenta-
ive design solutions are stored in a database from which they
an be retrieved at any moment [13]; (b) interactive genetic
lgorithms are exploited to ensure the designer’s active partic-
pation and the inclusion of non-qualitative criteria – e.g. aes-
hetics – during the search [5,16]. Of particular interest, Hard-
ng [16] contributed to design exploration mechanisms after rec-
gnizing that further interface development is required to dis-
lay multiple models simultaneously, with the release of Biomor-
her; a Rhinoceros Grasshopper plug-in that allows parametric
2

Fig. 1. Predetermined versus incremental design.

definitions to be explored using interactive genetic algorithms
(IGA) [17].

Recently, Ohlbrock et al. [18] introduced the use of a topolog-
ical graph, that visualizes nodal relationships, as a manipulative
design input. The approach eases design exploration through the
generation of variant topological configurations using Combina-
torial Equilibrium Modelling (CEM). Besides, Harding [19,20] in-
troduced the concept of meta-parametric design, which combines
graph-based parametric modelling with genetic programming.
This bottom-up design approach allows the generation of variant
directed acyclic graphs (DAG) that represent variant parametric
models and subsequently variant architectural forms.

Alternative approaches for the exploration of the vast design
space involve the incremental use of design-related policies, as
described in the next two sub-sections.

2.3. Predetermined versus incremental design

The introduction of parametric workflows has recently revolu-
tionized the generation of architectural forms. Parametric work-
flows ease the instant computation, or construction, of new de-
sign variants following the alteration of a set of input parame-
ters. However, the inter-relationships between these parameters
are usually predetermined and left unaltered during the design
process. Consequently, new design variants require the estab-
lishment of new inter-relationships – i.e. parametric models – a
process laborious and time consuming. Moreover, the model only
exists after the generation process is completed [20].

Contrary to predetermined design processes, incremental de-
sign processes transform models incrementally (Fig. 1). Incre-
mental design starts with a valid but incomplete model and
transforms it at any moment that a variation is desired and for as
long as it is desired. This is an open and segmented process: while
the process can be fully automated, it lets the designer interrupt,
redirect, or move a step backward, at every step of the generation
process. In other words, designers can provide input, interact
with the output and continuously influence the design process of
the model refinement itself. Incremental approaches are therefore
closer to intuitive modelling processes—e.g. sculpting, painting or
architecture project design. Transformative actions are applied
successively, each based on an updated understanding of the
problem being searched.

2.4. Numerical versus policy-based inputs

In parametric design, the inputs are typically described by a
numerical set: current value, and upper and lower bounds. Their
definition is often predefined in an arbitrary way constraining the
design space exploration to a fraction of it. Examples of numerical
inputs in parametric design are shown in Fig. 2.

On the contrary, policy-based inputs express design intentions
in a qualitative, descriptive, more abstract way. Their defini-
tion includes notions of comparison between before-after states—

e.g. when they describe the impact of the intentions—or currently
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Fig. 2. Numerical versus policy-based inputs.

available options—e.g. when they rank values (largest, furthest
etc.). Examples similar to policy-based inputs are shown in Fig. 2.
Policy-based design works well with incremental design, where
the model constantly changes and descriptions of action are de-
scribed through policy intentions. Their combination is the basis
for this paper and is believed to favour efficient design space
exploration.

2.5. Shape grammars and grammar rules

Stiny and Gips [21] introduced the term of shape grammars
for design, inspired by Noam Chomsky’s theories on generative
grammars in language: ‘‘[Chomsky’s] idea was that a grammar had
a limited number of rules that could generate an unlimited number
of different things, and the resulting language was the set of things
the rules produced’’. Thinking of design as the resulting language,
a set of design rules assembled in various configurations can
generate infinite design variants. Stiny and Mitchell [22] used
shape grammars to generate a wide range of plans that follow
design principles found in Palladian Villas. Shea [23,24] applied
shape grammars to the synthesis of triangulated trusses, whose
main topological features were predefined. Simulated anneal-
ing was exploited on complete bar networks to obtain optimal
structures. Geyer [25] applied grammar rules at a component
level for the design of buildings. O’Neil [26] combined gram-
mar rules with interactive evolutionary algorithms for the design
of a shelter using linear beam elements. Beirão [27] created
urban-specific grammars for the generation of urban patterns.
Chakrabarti [28] reviewed the application of graph grammars,
an abstract generalization of shape grammars, for design syn-
thesis. Through grammar rules, Byrne et al. [29] have shown
that Grammatical Evolution is capable of creating surprising and
innovative designs. Zimmermann et al. [30] integrated a spatial
grammar for wheel spoke design in a workflow that concludes
with the consideration of additively manufacturing the designed
products. Tomei et al. [31] proposed shape grammars for the
topology optimization of grid shells and diagrid tall buildings.
Mueller [32] applied structural grammars both randomly and
manually to generate diverse sets of structural systems. More
recent implementations have coupled vector-based graphic stat-
ics with grammar rules [33] and have proven their suitability to
generate structurally-aware forms during the conceptual, early
design stage.

Grammars and rules in most of the above cases are context
specific. However, they always generate an unlimited number
of deliverables, whatever the syntax. In terms of design, this
strength of rules is recognized as a way to revolutionize and
redefine the term parametric design. Their value in the field of
structural conceptual design is showcased in this paper, where
rules are coupled with structural awareness in order to explore
the design space in a semi-automated way.
3

3. Overview

3.1. Intentions and scope

Stemming from the above statements, this paper presents
PEER; a new incremental, design framework to generate network
topologies in static equilibrium (Fig. 3). The (structural) topolo-
gies are not necessarily triangulated and do not result from op-
timization procedures. The framework improves state-of-the-art
alternatives in the following ways:

• it breaks down the generation process to the node-by-node
network creation;

• it maintains static equilibrium of the network at every in-
termediate step of the generation process;

• it ensures growth of the network within specified (non-)
convex geometric boundaries;

• it transforms networks by means of a policy that is defined
by high-level abstract rules.

Following DSE principles, PEER allows designers to generate
fast design variants that satisfy specific criteria – i.e. static equi-
librium and bounding volume – while handling design decisions
by means of policies that affect the overall topology of the re-
sulting structure. When handled manually, the incremental gen-
eration allows the designer to consider arising design challenges
before they percolate in the final solution. When automated, the
incremental generation allows the designer to process routines
that can be stopped or cancelled at any step of the generation.
PEER does not assume knowledge of structural mechanics by the
designers. Particularly, the designer is free to make sequences of
decisions among the provided options, without questioning static
equilibrium. All generated design candidates satisfy static equi-
librium. The offered freedom could be compared to free drawing
of structural systems, which implies a lot of background knowl-
edge, it is cumbersome and therefore generation of numerous
variations is not always possible.

The PEER framework is not meant to be a toolkit for nu-
merical analysis of structures once a structural form is known.
Rather, it is intended to be used beforehand, for the generation of
spatial forms in static equilibrium. The process is said to be semi-
automated because the designer decides when and for how long
the generation is automated, at any time of the process. Topology
is neither predefined nor bound to existing structural typologies.
Instead, topology is defined during the decision making process
and is the main output of the exploratory process.

3.2. Conceptualization

The design process consists in transitioning from a discon-
nected network of force vectors in interim equilibrium (Fig. 3,
top left) to a connected network of bars and force vectors in
global static equilibrium (Fig. 3, top right). The starting point
is a set of forces (applied loads and support reactions) applied
onto a bounded territory, called design domain (Dd). The set of
orces together with their nodes of application – i.e. anchor points
form a disconnected network of force vectors. At this stage,

he disconnected network is guaranteed to be in interim static
quilibrium thanks to the introduction of equal and opposite
nterim forces applied at the same anchor points.

The goal of subsequent step-wise transformations is the incre-
ental elimination of interim forces in the network through the
ddition of bars and other interim forces. Each transformation –
.g. Fig. 4 – consists of: the introduction of a new node P; the
limination of selected interim forces; the creation of new bars
n compression (struts) or tension (ties); and if necessary, the
ntroduction of new interim forces that retain static equilibrium.
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Fig. 3. Incremental transformation steps for the generation of an arch bridge-like network of bars in static equilibrium in the plane. Applied forces in black and
interim forces in blue. Thick bars in compression and thin bars in tension. Design domain (Dd) in light grey. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 4. Before/After transformation in space. Black arrows represent force actions that are applied externally to the system or by other compression or tension bars.
Blue arrows represent interim forces. Bars in compression are thick lines. Bars in tension are thin lines. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
By construction, the process excludes design variants that are
not in static equilibrium or that are not contained within the
design domain, hence only exploring a structurally-relevant de-
sign space. Other non-quantitative or subjective requirements –
e.g. aesthetics, spatial functionality, cultural values – are expected
to be visually assessed by the designer at any desired moment of
the generation process. The generation process concludes as soon
as the pool of interim forces is empty.
4

Each transformation step is controlled by a chosen policy
whose definition is independent of the current, intermediate state
of the network. Hence, the same policy can be applied to any type
of network, irrespective of its topology, geometry, or number of
remaining interim forces. Each policy is defined by four rules. The
first one defines the starting point of the growth—i.e. the choice
of interim forces to eliminate. The second one defines the speed
of the growth—i.e. the number of interim forces to add or delete.
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oth of these rules affect the topology of the growth. The third
ne defines the geometry of the growth—i.e. the position of the
ew node P . The fourth one defines the developed forces along

the bars—i.e. the type (compression/tension) and magnitude of
the axial forces. These rules are valid whatever the current state
of any bar network to transform.

The transformation step is further described in Section 4 and
ts use in the generation process is given in Section 5. Applications
ollow in Section 7.

. Transformation step

.1. Genericity

The entire generative process of bar networks builds on one
eneric transformation step. Its unicity and syntax follow the
ntention to allow both universality and speed of application. The
hosen strategy lies between two dismissed extremes: either to
rovide a set of primitive transformations—e.g. divide a force, get
he resultant of two forces, split a bar—or to provide a set of high-
evel transformations—e.g. ‘‘add triangulated modules’’, ‘‘support
ith columns’’. The former extreme has the benefit of avoiding
edundancies among the transformation steps, but lengthens the
equence of needed operations to manage. The latter extreme
as the benefit of addressing more directly the designer’s formal
ntention but is prone to become self-constraining and to remain
ypology-specific, generating predefined forms that lack diversity
nd/or creativity. In between these two extremes, the proposed
ransformation step is meant to have a level of abstraction that
s low enough to explore the design space, and high enough to
nfluence the generations by means of policy-described geometry
nd topology features.

.2. Behaviour

Each chosen transformation step (Fig. 4) operates on a chosen
et of three interim forces (fA, fB, fC ), and creates a new point P ,
ew bars and new interim forces. The three initial interim forces
an be coincident with each other, hence leading to monomial,
inomial, or trinomial input forces. These forces are selected
rom the pool of all interim forces, either explicitly or by means
f a higher-level, abstract force selection rule. Examples of force
election rules are: ‘‘select the forces whose anchor points are
he closest’’, ‘‘select the forces with the oldest age in the model’’,
‘select the forces whose anchor points are, on average, the closest
o existing bars’’; ‘‘select the forces whose magnitudes are the
losest to each other’’; or ‘‘select the forces whose orientations
orm the widest angle’’.

Up to three bars are added. This limitation relates to the
act that up to three interim forces are considered per policy
ransformation, which seems contradictory to a real design chal-
enge. Nevertheless, three bars is the minimum transformation
hat a trinomial can undergo. Keeping the number of added bars
inimum is a matter of speed, clarity and increased control.

n particular, the fewer interim forces are transformed at once,
he faster (from a computational point of view) the transforma-
ions are, the more gradual (from a visual point of view) the
ransformations are, and the higher the designer’s control over
he process is. Furthermore, this limitation retains simplicity and
onstrains complexity. Simplicity is a key feature that adds value
nd increases the popularity of any design workflow, multiples
he chances of getting established in practice and charms de-
igners and software developers. Low complexity is beneficial for
he development and future enhancement of any computational
rame-work. Each bar corresponds to one of the 6 edges of a
ictitious tetrahedron constructed through four vertices: vertex P
5

Fig. 5. Possible topological configurations of a trinomial.

and the three existing anchor points A, B, and C . Different bar
topological configurations are hence available, as described on
Fig. 5. Additional interim forces are applied on P , A, B, and C . Their
orientation and magnitude are computed in order to guarantee
static equilibrium of the four points after introducing P and the
bars. When multiple equilibrium states exist – i.e. when more
bar forces or interim forces exist than what can be deduced from
equilibrium equations – additional force magnitudes in the bars
should be provided by means of a force indeterminacies rule.

The preferred position of P in space constitutes a free input
that is also either explicitly defined by coordinates or controlled
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y means of a higher-level, abstract node placement rule. Exam-
ples of such rules are: ‘‘choose the position of P that leads to the
mallest sum of bar lengths’’; ‘‘choose the position of P that is
he closest to the geometric centre of all nodes in the system’’;
‘choose any random position of P that is not further than a length
from all force anchors’’; or ‘‘choose any random position of
that lies on a given axis’’. However, the actual position of P

s constrained within a subset of the design domain (Dd), that
s named entropy rate domain (Df). The Df size depends on an
dditional input parameter named entropy rate. The P placement
nto the respective to the entropy rate domain ensures static
quilibrium of the model.
The entropy rate of a transformation step is defined by the

ifference between the number of interim forces present in the
nterim network before and after the transformation. A negative,
ull or positive, entropy rate hence leads to the convergence,
tagnation or divergence of the generation process, respectively.
ince the entropy rate has a direct impact on the speed of the
eneration process, and more importantly on the eventual topo-
ogical complexity of the system – i.e. on the number of bars
nd nodes in the completed network – it stands as an explicit
nput that, along with the set of selected interim forces and the
opological configuration of bars, constrains the actual position of
(Fig. 8).

.3. Inputs and outputs

In summary, each transformation step is defined by a policy
hat consists of a set of exactly four input choices:

• the choice between a negative (convergence), null (stagna-
tion), or positive (divergence) entropy rate;

• a preferred set of 1 to 3 interim forces, defined either explic-
itly or by means of a force selection rule; if the selected forces
are provided explicitly, an explicit definition of the intended
topological configuration of the bars to create should be pro-
vided; otherwise the topological configuration is embedded
into the rule;

• the preferred position of a new point P , defined either
explicitly or by means of a node placement rule;

• if needed, the force magnitudes in some of the bars by
means of a force indeterminacies rule.

Outputs consist of:

• the effective position of P;
• the effective selection of interim forces to remove;
• up to three newly-created bars connecting P , A, B, and C ,

and their force magnitudes;
• up to four new interim forces applied on P , A, B, and C , one

per anchor point;

It is worth noting that the number of inputs is finite, although
he transformation process is not bounded to any finite set of
opologies. Parameterizing every transformation down to a finite
et of shared parameters, first allows the generation of diverse
opologies with one generic transformation step, without the
eed to handle typological exceptions, second eases its eventual
utomation.
Moreover, each force selection rule, node placement rule or force

ndeterminacies rule is chosen among a predefined discrete set
f options. They inform the transformation in a qualitative and
escriptive way, at a higher level of abstraction. This abstraction
fficiently disseminates the decision making in discrete branches
nd makes the entire process intuitive for the designer. Con-
retely, the application of a chosen rule is similar to the execution

f a function.

6

. Generation process

PEER builds on the successive application of transformation
teps as illustrated on Fig. 7 which consists of six stages. The first
tage sets up the process (initiate model) and is only executed
nce. The remaining stages—i.e. select force(s) and topology, place
ew node, set indeterminacies, add interim force(s), and update
odel—are repeated until the model is complete—i.e. if no interim

orce remains in the network.
The first stage depends on permanent inputs only. The last

our stages depend on transient inputs that are subject to change
ollowing new design intentions that may emerge during the
rocess. The set of transient inputs define the transformation
olicy.
The next subsections each describe one of the six stages in the

rocess.

.1. Initiate model

All generated bar networks are expected to be circumscribed
ithin geometric boundaries defined at the beginning of the
rocess as permanent inputs. These volumes and the included
oids, if any, form the design domain (Dd) and are generated
eforehand based on the designer’s initial constraints.
A bar network, completed or in progress, is called model.

he initial model comprises the design domain and initial in-
erim forces. Initial interim forces are opposite to the forces pro-
ided by the designer—i.e. to applied loads and support reactions.
hen given external loads have no support reactions, reactions

re added in order to satisfy global rotational and translational
quilibrium of the model.
Externally indeterminate configurations of applied loads and

upport reactions are dealt with as an equivalent determinate
ase where additional input parameters define the magnitude and
rientation of chosen applied or reaction forces—i.e. considering
ndeterminacies as design inputs (see Section 5.4).

.2. Select interim force(s) and bar topology

The first stage in the process loop consists of selecting interim
orces to eliminate and the topology of the bars to introduce. The
election is operated either explicitly or by means of a chosen
orce selection rule.

If explicit, the selection needs two designer inputs: choice of
nterim forces from the pool of all interim forces, using their
ndex; and choice of topological configuration – i.e. in-between,
eripheral, and central, see Fig. 5 – defining the topology of the
ewly created bars. The set of selected forces defines a monomial,
inomial or trinomial. This set of choices is then checked for
easibility—i.e. whether it complies with the desired entropy rate
nd required connectivities. As shown on Fig. 6, not all combi-
ations of topological configuration, number of interim forces,
nd entropy rate are feasible. Similarly, the presence of voids or
on-convex design domains not always allow the desired nodal
onnectivity. If the set of inputs is deemed non-feasible, a new
ne is requested from the designer.
If operated through high-level rules, all sets of 1, 2 or 3 forces

n the pool of all current interim forces are computed as potential
ets of interim forces. The list of feasible sets of interim forces
s then sorted according to the given force selection rule. The list
s then travelled and the first feasible set of interim forces is
elected—i.e. the first set that complies with the desired entropy
ate. If no feasible set of interim forces is found, the entropy
ate is then increased – e.g. from convergence to stagnation or
rom stagnation to divergence – which increases the number of
eeded transformation steps and ultimately the number of bars
nd nodes in the final model. When no set of interim forces is
easible with a diverging entropy rate, the designer gets informed
nd the generation process is terminated.
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Fig. 6. Transformation syntax in space; black arrows are applied loads or support reactions, blue arrows are interim forces; thick black bars are in compression
(struts); thin black bars are in tension (ties). The force diagrams demonstrate static equilibrium. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
5.3. Place new node

The second stage in the loop consists of defining the position
f the new node P in the design domain. Again, its location is
efined either explicitly or through a chosen node placement rule.
n both cases, P must lie within a feasibility domain (Df). Section 6
provides the mechanisms to compute Df for each entropy rate,
topological configuration and number of interim forces. For ex-
ample, if convergence is desired, Df is reduced to a single position.
But when stagnation and divergence are allowed, the feasible
domain for P consists of more than one position (see Section 6.1).
If a proposed position is not within Df, its closest projection to Df
is computed and chosen for P .
7

5.4. Set indeterminacies

Whenever the effective entropy rate is 0—i.e. stagnation—or
1—i.e. divergence—, and despite knowing the exact location of the
new node, the set of unknown forces in the new sub-system of
bars and interim forces is greater than what can be deduced by
solving static equilibrium equations. In other words, a number
of additional design freedoms, expressed as force magnitudes in
new bars, is available to the designer. Following a similar fashion
as to the selection of interim forces (see Section 5.2) and the node
placement (see Section 5.3), force indeterminacies can either be
provided explicitly or through a higher-level force indeterminacies
rule.
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⎡⎢⎣

f

Fig. 7. Algorithmic workflow for applying successive policy-based transforma-
tions.

5.5. Add interim forces

This next stage consists in finding the value of the remaining
unknown interim forces and bar force magnitudes, while guaran-
teeing static equilibrium. The initial model is recursively updated
8

and grows larger node-by-node by transforming sub-networks of
maximum three nodes and by adding an additional fourth node.
All four nodes and potential new bars form a tetrahedron sub-
network. Because static equilibrium is checked for every new
single node, computing translational equilibrium only is sufficient
and ensures satisfaction of rotational equilibrium. Considering
that translational equilibrium of a point in space is described by
three equations, one for each axis x, y and z, the translational
equilibrium of the sub-network being transformed is ruled by 12
equations. The system to solve is of the form A × x = b where:

• A is a 12 × 18 matrix describing the topology and geometry
of the tetrahedron;

• x is a 18 × 1 vector containing the x, y and z magnitudes of
forces in the bars and of interim forces; some of them are
pre-defined through the force indeterminacies rule, while the
rest are the solutions of the system;

• b is a 12 × 1 vector containing the x, y and z magnitudes of
the external forces.

More precisely:

I
∆BA 0 ∆CA ∆PA 0 0
∆AB ∆CB 0 0 ∆PB 0
0 ∆BC ∆AC 0 0 ∆PC
0 0 0 ∆AP ∆BP ∆CP

⎤⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

tA
tB
tC
tP
n1
n2
n3
n4
n5
n6

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎣fA
fB
fC
0

⎤⎥⎦

where I is the 12 × 12 identity matrix, 0 is the 3 × 1 null
vector, nk (k = 1, 2, . . . , 6) are the force magnitudes in the six
bars of the tetrahedron, as shown on Fig. 4, and for any point
i =

[
xi yi zi

]T or j =
[
xj yj zj

]T equal to A, B, C , or P—i.e. the
our vertices of the tetrahedron on Fig. 4:

• ∆ij is the
[
xi−xj
lk

yi−yj
lk

zi−zj
lk

]T
difference vector where

points i and j are both ends of bar k and lk is the length of
bar k;

• ti is the
[
ti,x ti,y ti,z

]T interim force applied at point i;

• fi is the
[
fi,x fi,y fi,z

]T external force applied at point i;

Regardless of the network size, the process is identical. The
equilibrium equations only consider the sub-network and thus
computation time for each transformation is unrelated to the
number of earlier or later steps of the transformative process.

Of all the possible bars in the base tetrahedron (Fig. 5), only
a few actually exist once the entropy rate and the topological
configuration are set (see Fig. 4). Moreover, the force magnitude
in some new bars is given through the force indeterminacies rule
(see Section 5.4). Hence, the matrix description can be simplified.
Precisely, for each edge k of the tetrahedron where no bar should
be created, depending on the selected topological configuration,
nk is set to zero. For each edge k whose inner force magnitude
is set during stage 4 (see Section 5.4), nk is set to the given
force magnitude. And for each node i where no interim force
is introduced, ti is set to the 3 × 1 null vector. These actions
significantly reduce the problem size and make its solving direct.
The unknown new interim forces ti and bar force magnitudes nk
are obtained after inversion of matrix A.

5.6. Update model

The last stage consists in updating the model—i.e. removing
the selected interim forces, adding the potential new ones, adding
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Fig. 8. Typologies of entropy rate and constructability domains. Black arrows are applied loads or reactions, blue arrows are interim forces, all circumscribed within
a primitive design domain (light grey). Magenta regions on the left are the intersections of the design domain (a non-convex solid) with the entropy rate domain.
Magenta regions on the right are the intersections of the design domain with the entropy rate domain and the constructability domain. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the new node P , and the new bars. Once the model is updated, a
heck on the number of remaining interim forces in the model is
ade. If that number is greater than zero, a new transformation
tep is performed, either with the same policy as previously, or
ith new inputs from the designer.

. Feasibility of the transformation step

Because point P and the bars created after a transformation
tep must all lie within an input design domain or must fulfil
uxiliary constraints, not every choice of entropy rate, interim
orces to eliminate, and placement of point P is feasible. For
nstance, a negative entropy rate (convergence) on two interim
orces whose lines of action meet in a point outside the design
omain is not feasible. Neither is the creation of a bar that crosses
 O

9

void in the design domain. Nor is the creation of a bar that has
length longer than a custom threshold—if auxiliary constraints
re set.
These various requirements are here all ensured by requesting

ach new point P to lie within a feasibility domain (Df). In other
ords, the Df is the region that contains all feasible positions of P .
n empty Df means that the choice of entropy rate and/or interim
orces must be reevaluated. The Df is defined as the boolean
ntersection of the design domain (Dd), an entropy rate domain
De), a constructability domain (Dc), and a auxiliary domain (Da).
ach domain and its respective boolean operations are precisely
alculated at least once at stages two (Section 5.2) and three (Sec-
ion 5.3) of each transformation step. Their calculation is assisted
y the integrated geometry library McNeel Rhinoceros 3D offers.
ut of the four input choices described in Section 4.3, the entropy
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ate, the force selection rule and the node placement rule directly
ffect the extents of Df, whereas the force indeterminacies rule has
o impact on it.

.1. Entropy rate domain - De

The entropy rate domain is the set of positions for P that ensure
he feasibility of a chosen entropy rate applied on selected interim
orces. Its construction therefore depends on the entropy rate, the
umber of interim forces and the topological configuration of the
ew bars, see Fig. 8 left.
A negative entropy rate (convergence) is only feasible when

oint P forms an in-between configuration with the bars (Fig. 5),
n which case the entropy rate domain is a single position. When
wo interim forces are selected (binomial, Fig. 8i), the domain is
he point of intersection of the lines of action of the two forces.
hen three forces are selected (trinomial, Fig. 8ii), the domain is

he intersection point between the line of action of
#«

fA and the
lane common to

#«

fB and
#  «

BC — i.e. the segment joining anchor
oints B and C , see Fig. 5 for nomenclature of vectors.
A null entropy rate (stagnation) leads to the entropy rate do-

ain being a set of lines or a plane. When a monomial is provided
Fig. 8iii), the domain is the line of action of the force. When a
inomial is provided with an in-between configuration (Fig. 8iv),
he domain is the union of the lines of action of both interim
orces. When a binomial is provided with a central or peripheral
onfiguration (Fig. 8v), the domain is the union of the lines of
ction of

# «

AB +
#«

fA and of
# «

AB −
#«

fB. When a trinomial is provided
ith a in-between configuration (Fig. 8vi), the domain is a plane
efined by

#«

fB and
#  «

BC . When a trinomial is provided with a pe-
ipheral configuration (Fig. 8vii), the domain is the line of action of

#  «

C− f⃗C . When a trinomial is provided with a central configuration
Fig. 8viii), the domain is equal to the line of action of

#«

fB.
A positive entropy rate (divergence) always leads to the entropy

ate domain being the full design domain (Fig. 8ix to xiv).

.2. Constructability domain - Dc

The constructability domain ensures that every single newly
reated bar stands within the design domain—i.e. does not in-
ersect its boundaries. This domain is of particular need when
he design domain is non-convex, with or without voids. In other
ords, the constructability domain is the set of positions that are
isible by the points—i.e. A, B, or C—that connect to P with a
ew bar. The constructability domain therefore also depends on
he entropy rate, the number of interim forces and the topological
onfiguration of the new bars, see Fig. 8 right.

.3. Auxiliary domain - Da

The auxiliary domain ensures supplementary temporary or
ermanent constraints defined by the designer. For instance, it
ay constrain the length of the bars within a predefined range

lmin; lmax], where lmin may relate to construction costs since
onger bars decrease the amount of nodal connections, and where
max may relate to buckling limits [34]. Geometrically speaking,
he auxiliary domain in this example is the intersection of two
ollowed spheres, with inner and outer radii equal to lmin and
max respectively (Fig. 9). It therefore only depends on the choice
f interim forces.
The resulting Df is computable as soon as an entropy rate

nd a set of interim forces are selected. Its emptiness informs
hat either another entropy rate or another set of interim forces
ust be selected, although neither the node placement rule, nor

he static equilibrium equations are processed already. Moreover,
visualization of Df informs the designer about the available
ositions for point P , if chosen explicitly.
 b

10
Fig. 9. Example of a domain constraining bar lengths—the magenta region is a
planar slice into the spatial auxiliary domain.

7. Application studies

Shape grammar implementations have the potential to both
automate parts of the design process and allow exploration of
design alternatives [35]. The same is true for the PEER frame-
work. PEER has been implemented into a parametric tool named
Libra [36], a plugin operating in Rhinoceros’ 3D Grasshopper
platform. Libra has been used in the following case studies which
show how variations in the input parameters allow the gen-
eration of diverse, unprecedented conceptual structural design
variants in static equilibrium. Four types of bar networks are
presented, three in 2D—a pylon, a cantilever, and an arch-like
bar network—and one in 3D—a bridge-like bar network. For those
studies that more than one design solutions are illustrated, a spi-
der graph that integrates useful metrics is provided. In particular,
starting from the top and continuing clock-wise the measured
feature include: maximum (axial) force magnitude, number of
intersecting bars, maximum bar length, number of nodes, min-
imum (axial) force magnitude, number of bars, minimum bar
length and static action. The inclusion of such a graph facilitates
the comparison among design variants based on geometric and
performance related metrics.

7.1. Choice of rules

The four case studies make use of a limited set of rules:
11 force selection rules (implicit and explicit), two node place-
ment rules (implicit and explicit), two force indeterminacies rules
(implicit and explicit), and three entropy rates—see Table 1. As
discussed in Section 5.2, the force selection rules contain infor-
mation on the number of interim forces to select, how to select
them from the pool of all interim forces, and what topological
configuration to choose when connecting the anchor points with
new bars. In the 2D case studies, the node placement rule and the
orce indeterminacies rule describe an explicit choice, while in the
D case study they describe a random (implicit) choice.

.2. Step-by-step generation in the plane

The first case study is one of a symmetric pylon, Fig. 10. The
esign domain presents cavities and acute angles that make it
on-convex. Applied policies consist of a variation of force selec-
ion rules 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and node placement as well as force
ndeterminacies that are always used-defined, Table A.3. The de-
ired entropy rate is never chosen to be diverging and has always

een applied without being adjusted—i.e. the applied entropy rate
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Fig. 10. Symmetric pylon-like bar network.
is always identical to the desired one. For the symmetric result,
after completing the left part, the network is mirrored on the
other side of the symmetry plane.

The definition of each policy on a manual (non-automated)
step-by-step basis allows the generation of a controlled topology
11
without any bar intersections. A different sequence of policies
composed of different rules or randomness seeds could have
resulted in an intersecting network. This is a concerned that
predominates in planar examples. In 3D studies, intersecting bars
are expected to be very rare.
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Table 1
Set of rules used in the application studies.
Force selection rules

0 Custom set of forces/binomial/in-between config.
1 Oldest/binomial/in-between config.
2 Newest/monomial/in-between config.
3 Newest/binomial/in-between config.
4 Oldest-newest/binomial/in-between config.
5 Closest/binomial/in-between config.
6 Furthest/binomial/in-between config.
7 Furthest-to-domain’s-centroid/binomial/in-between config.
8 Minimum magnitude/binomial/in-between config.
9 Proximity to user-defined point/monomial/in-between config.
10 Proximity to user-defined point/binomial/in-between config.
11 Proximity to user-defined point/trinomial/in-between config.
12 Closest-to-domain’s-centroid/trinomial/in-between config.

Node placement rules

a Random with seed number
b User defined t-param

Force indeterminacies rules

A Random with seed number
B User defined force indeterminacies

Entropy rates

−1 Convergence
0 Stagnation
1 Divergence

Local narrowness of the design domain greatly constrains the
eometry and topology of the flow of forces and subsequently
he introduction of the necessary bars. However, as the rule
pplication acts blindly the process continues unaffected until
ompletion, which happens after 16 steps. The 16th step replaces
he opposite and equal forces with a bar in tension.

The resulting bar network mixes triangular and non-triangular
ar layouts. Though the bar network may be judged as unstable
f it were to be built as is, it does not constitute an issue per
se because the bar network is only a preliminary, conceptual
arrangement of abstract force flows—e.g. additional bars may still
be added later on, connections may be made rigid, or the bars
may eventually represent stress fields in a continuum of material.
Static equilibrium is guaranteed. The same remarks apply to all
following application studies.

7.3. Step-by-step generation in space

The second case study concerns a spatial network in a design
domain similar to a bridge, Fig. 11. Non-planar interim binomial
forces cannot be the subject of an entropy rate that leads to
convergence. Therefore, the use of trinomials is necessary when
working in space. Checking the rule application feasibility is more
time consuming in 3D than in 2D, due to the boolean operations
applied to construct the feasibility domain (Df). However, com-
uting time to solve the rule and update the model is not affected
y the third dimension.
The choice of rules is made on a manual (non-automated)

tep-by-step basis, Table A.4. The first design objective is to bring
he interim forces from the supports up to the deck level, using
orce selection rules 11 or 12. After, all interim forces are co-
lanar and the transition to a connected network is straight
orward, using force selection rules 0 or 10. Selecting binomials
onstrains the exploration strictly on that plane.
The developed design workflow gets even more powerful

hen undesired transformations are undone to be replaced by
esigner-approved ones. This flexibility is an important feature
f any design process, always present during design exploration.
ig. 3 details an example of an incremental transition from an
ncomplete network with interim forces into a complete bar
12
network in static equilibrium. Transformations are constrained
inside a non-convex arch-like design domain. The policy applied
throughout the generation process is described on Table A.2.

7.4. Comparison of generations

Fig. 12 displays four cantilevering trusses, all resulting from
the same problem consisting of one force applied vertically to
two given reaction supports. The inputs choice is intentionally
different in every design option in order to achieve diversification.
The design domain is convex and eases fast convergence. The
processes are described in Tables A.5 to A.7. Additional restric-
tions on minimum and maximum bar lengths are applied through
the auxiliary domain. The number of transformations is highly
dependent of the desired bar length bounds.

The tree cantilevers are geometric and topological variations
of the same family of structures. Key metrics arranged in a spider
graph are provided for each design outputs and allow their quan-
titative comparison. Static action [37] is measured as the sum of
the products between length and force magnitude of each bar.
Assuming that the material is the same in every bar and presents
a similar strength in compression and tension, static action is
directly proportional to the amount of material needed to man-
ufacture the bars. As such, it is practical for early performance
assessment of conceptual designs.

For every design problem, the number of design results is in-
finite. The exploratory power of PEER is demonstrated on Fig. 13,
where the same design problem has been tackled by multiple
designers. The non-convex design domain adds complexity to
the generative process and many designer intentions, at trans-
formation level, cannot be completed. Subsequently, selection of
different input parameters result in completely different design
options. All applied policies are given in Tables A.9 to A.24.

8. Discussion

The method itself is straight-forward and clear regarding the
minimum number of iterations required until the network gets
connected. The number of interim forces decreases by one when
the design space converges once. The designer has direct control
(‘‘on demand’’) over the convergence (or divergence) and freely
chooses the number of iterations the process converges, stagnates
or diverges for. Consequently, the minimum total number of
transformations is known all along the iterative process, provided
that the desired entropy rate is always applied.

Similar design methods (eifForm [38], ParaGen [15], Structure-
FIT [32]) follow top-down approaches and operate on predefined
topology which offers more design control but limits the breadth
of exploration. Moreover, no structural analysis (e.g. FE solver) is
required to check/confirm static equilibrium or additional post-
processing (i.e. dynamic relaxation) to impose it. If the current
transformation, or following ones, does not satisfy the designer’s
qualitative criteria, backtracking to previous stages is allowed.

Each transformative policy is a high-level description of a
generic tetrahedron of bars and interim forces, added to the ex-
isting model. The rules are independent of specific structural ty-
pologies and unaware of the designer’s intentions, but structural
awareness is embedded into their syntax. Contrary to [23] that
manipulates strictly triangular shapes, static equilibrium does not
require triangulation and thus the design space can be explored
thoroughly. This disconnection allows designers to escape from
catalogues of structural systems or optimization procedures and
frames a new, infinite space of structural topologies, where new
structural forms are to be discovered.

With regards to computing performance, the largest portion of

computation time belongs to the boolean operations required for
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Fig. 11. Spatial bridge-like network of bars in compression and tension.
the calculation of the entropy rate domain, the constructability
domain and the feasibility domain. Obviously these calculations
are more time consuming among three-dimensional domains.
Consequently, the computing time for a fully automated tran-
sition from an incomplete network to a complete one ranges
13
between a few milliseconds (for two dimensional convex design
domains) to a couple of seconds (for three-dimensional non-
convex ones). In particular, the (almost) fully automated example
included in this paper (Fig. 13xvi), is generated in 35 ms (steps
2–5). The time to apply a transformation step is a couple of ms,
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Fig. 12. Cantilevering bar networks and key metrics recorded on a spider graph
(1: maximum force magnitude, 2: number of bar intersections, 3: maximum bar
length, 4: number of nodes, 5: minimum force magnitude, 6: number of bars,
7: minimum bar length, 8: static action).

because PEER is independent of the number of performed trans-
formations. At every step, the rule is applied onto the selected
set of forces which forms a sub-network in interim equilibrium.
Subsequently, the algorithmic complexity related to the applica-
tion of the rule is polynomial, as it only requires solving the same
matrix, that always has the same size, regardless of the network
size.

Although the policy application is unbiased from numerical
variables, the logic brought to the design process from the hu-
man side with the notion of rules prevents or imposes specific
transformations. Decision making, genuinely human, manipulates
qualitative criteria and accelerates the convergence process, but
it is tedious and cumbersome. Fully automated policy transfor-
mation accelerates the design process. However, the machine
alone cannot efficiently apply rules in an aesthetics-approved
manner. The lack of critical thinking, usually results in networks
which satisfy all the set constraints (static equilibrium, bar length
bounds, clearance distance etc.), but do not widely spread across
the design domain making them introvert and dense topology

wise—i.e. multiple nodes populated close to each other.

14
The role of the designer during the entire process is highly im-
pactful. The combination of input choices can accelerate/
decelerate or even terminate the process when no transformation
is feasible. Currently, the designer is expected to think ahead
in order to converge the networks fast and efficiently without
unnecessary transformations that result in introvert networks as
described beforehand. The success or failure of the input choices
is well recognized at the end of the process but hardly pre-
dictable at the beginning of the process. Bottom-up approaches
incorporate the concept of emergence. Though according to the
authors emergence is not linked with randomness, it is likely
to contribute towards creative and though-out-of-the-box design
solutions. Like in chess or Go playing, where the human mind
foresees and processes ahead a limited number of movements
that will bring the player closer to the victory, this design work-
flow is significantly constrained if it relies on human logic only.
The efficiency of the current PEER framework will be advanced
through machine intelligence. The machine, trained as an in-
telligent co-designer – e.g. through reinforcement learning –,
will foresee and prevent undesired design situations, imposed
by human-made decisions. It will suggest sequences of design
decisions that allow for efficient exploration and sufficiently-
controlled design solutions. An approach that builds on human–
machine peer collaboration will allow the machine to take over
the design evolution for a number of transformations, before
the human takes back the lead to impose qualitative criteria—
i.e. aesthetics. While this is still work in progress, the authors are
confident that the PEER framework constitutes a strong base for
development.

Future development considers the introduction of constraints
as part of the policy. At a transformation level, their impact will
be reflected on the size of the auxiliary domain and subsequently
the feasibility domain. At a global level, the introduction of con-
straints will safely ensure non intersecting bars, constructable
nodes, controlled axial forces, controlled bar lengths etc. The
possibility to add/remove bars is also considered. Currently, new
bars are easily added by replacing existing bars by the axial
developed forces. Having a new set of two interim forces, new
policy transformations can be applied leading to an updated
network and topology. In order to remove bars, the possibility to
fuse neighbouring nodes is envisioned. Nodal coordinates shall be
updated based on proximity or minimum bar lengths, resulting
in a sophisticated and practical way to remove bars. Dynamic
change of the permanent inputs (i.e. design domain, Dd), as those
are described in Fig. 7, is expected to contribute towards a deeper
understanding of the whole design problem and subsequently
provoke creativity and out-of-the-box thinking. The diversity of
the generated design candidates is questionable. Therefore, fu-
ture development will evaluate the capability of the proposed
grammar to increase diversity of design solutions. The evaluation
requires graph classification of the generated structural topolo-
gies, achieved with the help of deep graph convolutional neural
networks (DGCNN) [39].

The accomplishment of the short and long term objectives
listed above is expected to reveal PEER’s full potential for the
generation of highly controlled spatial bar networks in static
equilibrium. Namely, it will provide designers with a powerful
new design toolkit to synthetize systems that provide a balanced
answer to complex architectural/structural contexts with reduced
environmental impacts and controlled production costs. The rel-
evance of this research accords both with academia and industry.
Inside academia, direct applications to the teaching of structures
in schools of civil engineering and architecture are foreseen.
The incremental generation and extrapolation of the intuitive
equilibrium-related constraints that are imposed by each trans-

formative step can be scholarly studied too. Outside of academia,
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Fig. 13. A collection of diverse arch bridge-like bar networks as a result of different design input parameters. Key metrics recorded on a spider graph (1: maximum
force magnitude, 2: number of bar intersections, 3: maximum bar length, 4: number of nodes, 5: minimum force magnitude, 6: number of bars, 7: minimum bar
length, 8: static action).
automated and intelligent generation of early-stage structural
design is of great importance to architectural and engineering
offices and provides the following benefits:

• less exchanges between architects and engineers at the early
stage thanks to the embedded equilibrium-awareness;

• fast generation of alternative design variants in response to
emergent constraints and requirements;

• novel and bespoke structural design variants at no addi-
tional cost;

9. Conclusion

This paper presented PEER, a new computational design
framework to explore variant topologies in static equilibrium
represented as bar networks within specified geometric domains.
The topologies are not necessarily triangulated and do not result
from optimization procedures. Exploration follows an incremen-
tal policy-based approach which is defined by four high-level
rules. These rules collaboratively embed static equilibrium con-
straints. The framework allows step-wise control over the gen-
eration, including backtracking to previous states. This control
over the design process, along with the use of policy-based
inputs and other rules expressions—i.e. convergence/divergence
‘‘on demand’’ through the entropy rate or direct control over the
force magnitude in the bars through the force indeterminacies
rule—makes PEER a new suitable framework for structural design
exploration (DSE). Case studies demonstrated how PEER is capa-
ble of generating diverse networks of bars in static equilibrium
in 2D and 3D.

Above all, the PEER framework brings up a new way of explor-
ing/designing topologies in static equilibrium in a way that anal-
ysis software does not allow for. All design outputs are statically-
valid structural forms though the policy definition is not bounded
15
to specific typologies. Topology results from the applied policies
but is neither provided explicitly/implicitly nor is known a priori.
It reflects the designer’s input choice but does not resort to com-
mon topology patterns—i.e. triangulation. As an early-stage tool
it stands neither as an analysis tool nor as a high-end structural
engineering tool for the latest-stages of a project. Hence, the gen-
erated design variants require further processing in order to con-
sider multiple load cases and combinations of them, resulting in
the introduction of bars that have not been considered in advance.
Typical examples are bracing bars. Furthermore, as a tool it is not
applicable to hydraulic engineering (dam design, dredging engi-
neering, coastal engineering) or geoengineering (soil mechanics,
foundation engineering, embarkments etc.). As a design approach,
it is not meant to replace long-standing approaches such as
continuum topology optimization (BESO, SIMP etc.) or ground
structures approaches which are well-known for the generation
of structures.

Despite the design freedom PEER provides, the sequence of
design inputs greatly impacts the end result, in a way that is
often hard to predict. In other words, it is hard for a designer
to evaluate the effects of a chosen policy onto the eventual
structural form. Therefore, future assistance from machine in-
telligence is highly recommended for better-controlled solutions
and even broader design space exploration. The incremental,
policy-based approach followed in the STEM framework is partic-
ularly suited for both training such machine and for supporting
human–machine synergy during the design process, still aiming
at provoking creativity and fighting design fixation.
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